Teach beginners words: Sunny Day, Sweepin' the clouds away
On my way to where the air is sweet
Can you tell me how to get, How to get to Sesame Street
Come and play, Everything's A-OK
Friendly neighbors there, That's where we meet
Can you tell me how to get, How to get to Sesame Street
How to get to Sesame Street
How to get to Sesame Street

Root Song: Teach Early and Middle Book 1
After 4 bar intro, in quarter notes

DDDD DDDA DDDD DDDA DDDD AAA DDDD A
1st ending: AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA (Repeat w/o intro)
2nd ending: AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA AAAA A